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Excellence is what academics must strive for in today’s competitive world: in research, in teaching, 

and in public outreach. This development goes hand in hand with another political project, that, which 

considers higher education increasingly an individual gain rather than a public responsibility. These 

interrelated developments make the voice and choice of the customer – formerly, »the student« – a 

valuable commodity, and they are used as vital indicators to measure the success of a university in the 

international race over academic world excellence. 

In such a climate it is not surprising that historians should be attracted to the study of centres of 

academic excellence in the past, and seek out the criteria that accounted for students’ choices. 

»Centres of Medical Excellence? Medical Travel and Education in Europe, 1500–1789« is one such 

example. The outcome of a conference in 2007, it brings together thirteen papers by internationally-

known early modern historians of medicine. They explore different and shifting centres of medical 

excellence over the period, concentrating predominantly on students attending universities in hope of 

becoming physicians. Oddly, however, the editors provide no Introduction to the volume, leaving the 

reader in the dark as to its historiographical and methodological aims, or how it fits with the wider 

intellectual landscape of early modern medical history. Unfortunately, all but one of the chapters, 

discusses in detail the central problematic, namely that there is as yet too little archival data even to 

begin to speculate where the exercise might take us (or not). The exception is a chapter by Laurence 

Brockliss on eighteenth-century France, which has the merit of highlighting some of the problems to be 

faced in searching historically for links between centres of academic excellence and the choices made 

by medical students in attending them. The first, and not least important of these problems, is the false 

assumption lurking behind the whole effort: that we can indeed locate in the past the same kind of 

markers of excellence that we use today, namely innovative and internationally recognised research. 

Students were not attracted to medical faculties because of their excellent medical research, Brockliss 

argues. »Research« in our sense of the word did not exist, let alone valuations of universities on that 

basis. Universities were above all centres of education (increasingly for civil servants), while »scientific 

research« as we might now call it was conducted in a few private academies. The latter can scarcely 

be said to have depended on the opinions of students. Neither research nor the renown of particular 

teachers were the most important factors in attracting students to certain universities, Brockliss 

suggests, in the course of reminding us that student matriculation and graduation records tell us little 

about the quantity and quality of university teaching. Also important may have been locale; just as 

university students today might choose one place over another on the basis of the quality of the club-
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land or the cost of living, so in the early modern period the dash and panache of a place mattered. 

Early modern Paris, for example, with its fascinating cultural landscape, theatres, fencing clubs, pub 

crawls, and other student entertainments, was a far more inviting place than, say, Coimbra in Portugal. 

As the English traveller and anatomy student John Evelyn reported in the mid-seventeenth century, 

there was »no city in the world« that could equal Paris (p. 223). Brockliss also challenges the attention 

that »centres of medical excellence« pays to university-trained physicians over surgeons. Why should 

this be so, he asks, when (especially in the 18th century) far more surgeons than physicians underwent 

formal training, and did so outside universities. It was the many new schools for anatomy and surgery, 

such as the famous Hunterian School of Medicine at Great Windmill Street, and the mushrooming of 

private hospitals, that helped turn London into a centre for medical excellence to rival even Paris.

If few of the chapters in this volume are as critically inquiring as that by Brockliss, they nevertheless 

perform useful work. Addressing one of the volume’s main questions in its first two parts – namely, the 

places where students actually studied, how they travelled to them, and what knowledge and skills 

they picked up on their peregrinatio medica – Hilde de Ridders-Symoens, Jon Arrizibalaga and Mário 

Sérgio Farelo provide new quantitative data on the mobility of medical students between 1500–1800, 

while Andrew Cunningham, Catrien Santing and Ole Peter Grell focus on the quality of the lives of 

travelling students, utilizing autobiographies and other personal papers. The book’s third section, 

investigating particular centres of medical excellence and their attraction to students, tends to shore up 

existing knowledge. Cynthia Klestinec proves that practical anatomy in Padua was its main attraction 

between 1530–1630. Toby Gelfand’s chapter on 18th-century Paris relates its popularity to the study of 

surgery and the easy access of students to abundant cadavers released by the many hospitals. For 

Montpellier, Elizabeth A. Williams argues that its fame was renewed in the eighteenth century (having 

lost it in the 16th century due to religious strife) through its attention to practical teaching as well as to 

the new wave and international success of vitalism. While Helen Dingwall investigates the rise and fall 

of Edinburg as a centre of medical excellence, focusing on the role of surgeons in this development, 

Hubert Steinke applies himself to Göttingen, Germany’s most famous cameralist university in the 

eighteenth century, attributing its success at attracting students to the fact that it was explicitly founded 

to do so in order to make money. Steinke reveals the contrasting views of its administrators and 

professors on how this was best to be done. 

Rather more interesting is Rina Knoeff’s contribution on Boerhaave in 18th-century Leiden. Whereas 

most of the other chapters in this book rehearse a familiar story of the transformation to modern 

medicine through the rise of empirical medicine, anatomy, and the clinic, Knoeff poses a challenge. 

She argues that the heroic image of Boerhaave as one of the inventors of bedside medicine, painted 

by generations of medical historians, is simply wrong. Boerhaave apparently hardly put a foot into the 

hospital, and felt incompetent at the bedside. Indeed, clinical medicine in Leiden declined under 

Boerhaave, and students hardly ever mentioned it in their diaries or notes. What made Boerhaave’s 

Leiden attractive, Knoeff argues, was (apart from the city’s cultural sites and entertainments) the anti-

authoritarian way in which Boerhaave taught medicine and forced students to think for themselves 

about how nature aids medicine – a view at odds with Boerhaave’s biographers who were enamoured 
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with the rise of scientific medicine and the role of the clinic. Knoeff’s interpretation itself may be tinged 

by a certain nostalgia for »real learning« in the midst of our age of the audit and »excellence«, but 

perhaps even as such it usefully reminds us of the need for historians always to go back to original 

sources and, more to the point, be weary of the existing historiography. Overall, »Centres of Medical 

Excellence« fails on this front, too often merely centre-staging students and medical schools in a 

rewrite of the old well-known tales and idealisms.
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